EURALO General Assembly - Dublin 2015.10.21

Date: Wednesday, 21 October 2015
Time: 10:30-12:00 IST (For the time in various timezones click here)

Meeting Room: Wicklow H1
Meeting Number: AL.EU/CC.1015/1

How can I participate in this meeting?
Adobe Connect Link: https://icann.adobeconnect.com/dub54-wicklowhall1/

Attendees:
Remote Participation:
Apologies:
Lead:SV
Notes: HU
RP: GG

Action Items: EN
Transcript: EN
Chat: EN
Recording: EN

Moderator:

Agenda: EURALO General Assembly Part 1 (content part on Public Interest)

Moderators: EURALO Chairs, Wolf Ludwig(outgoing) and Olivier Crepin-Leblond (incoming)

1. Short introduction/summary by Wolf Ludwig
2. Comments from Bill Drake (EURALO) and Konstantinos Komaitis (ISOC) (5 min. each)
3. Comment by Nora Abussitta / Lauren Allison -
4. Debate - all